KEY TRENDS DRIVING DEALS ACROSS THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY

**AI ENABLEMENT**
Putting AI to work by means of big data and feedback

**ONLINE EXCHANGES**
Connecting creators & consumers

**IOT SOFTWARE**
Emerging platforms, standards & analytics

**OMNI-CHANNEL SALES**
Purchasing decisions anywhere, any platform

**VISUAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS**
Intersection of AI, computer vision & analytics

**CONNECTED HEALTH**
Linking people to their health data & services

**DIGITAL CURRENCY FLOW**
Decreasing friction in payments & exchange

**FOCUSED IT SERVICES**
Differentiation drives new value in a sleepy sector

**DATA SCIENCE MONETIZATION**
Maximizing return with real-time analytics

**DATA SECURITY**
Building barriers in an age of blurred lines

For more information on these trends and how they drive M&A visit www.CorumGroup.com/TechTrends